Abstract. The aim of this paper is numerical analysis of plain journal bearing with Nano particle added lubricating oil. The fluid film bearing is studied with the modified Reynolds equation which considered time dependent inertia effects at rotating speeds with the linearized turbulence. The research is performed for numerous nano-fluids include nanoparticles of CuO, TiO 2 , Ag and Cu and SAE 20W50 as a base fluid. The time transient governing equations include the incompressible mass conservation equation, Navier-Stokes momentum equations for thin film lubrication, and full kinematic including shaft accelerations are solved numerically. Two cases of long and short bearings are studied with Sommerfeld and Gumbel boundary conditions. Linearized force coefficients such as mass, stiffness and damping factors are obtained for an ordinary journal bearing. The ordinary plain journal bearing velocity response and the rotor displacements when sudden forces applied by rigid rotor symmetrically is achieved. The results prove that using the nanoparticle enhanced lubricant causes higher mass coefficients, damping ratios and fluid effective stiffness.
Introduction
Lubricant nano-fluids are stable suspension of fine solid particles with the base fluid such as SAE oils. Accumulation of nanoparticles in nano-fluid can leads to dramatically pressure drop rise. Nowadays, lubricants perform numerous duties, that one of the principal of them is the engine solid parts lubricating, to lessen the friction and wear rate. Tichy developed conceptual design of different bearing configurations lubrication of impetuous loads in high Reynolds number for the first time [1] . The pressure gradient in nano-fluid and shear forces could be calculated from the velocity field crossways the lubricating nano-fluid film. Lubricant Oil rotor-dynamic properties are principally affected by additives that are supplemented to the base fluid oil to progress required properties. In recent times, nano-particles are correspondingly looking as if as a novel kind of lubricant additives, by reason of their special thermal and viscous properties. The tenacity of the present investigation is measuring the quantity of the aptitude of nano-particles as a type of the functionality to recover anti-wear characteristics and the thermal conduction capability and directing developed differences of the engine oils such as SAE, on its thermos-physical properties together with: the fluid kinematic viscosity, the pour point of the fluid and the flash point of the fluid. For this tenacity, metal ball particles, by means of the planetary ball grinder, were distributed inside the SAE 20W50. Then, examinations were complete for exploring stated possessions. Gotten consequences presented that the 18 percent increase of thermal conductivity by adding 0.1wt% metal ball particles respect to the base oil will enhance the heat conduction while the wear reduced 5 percent.
Greases incorporating nanoparticle [2] or nanotubes [3] such as nano-crystalline silicone dioxide display and nanocrystalline titanium dioxide noteworthy decrease the wear and friction [4] . Potassium Tetraborate and Nano boric acid have also been used fruitfully as resistance tumbling additives in oil and greases [5] . Many other solutions [6] and materials [7] have used as lubricant while buyer hearsays advise that the toxicity properties of nano-technology and nano-fluids have not yet been completely discovered [8] .
Tribological behavior of nanoparticles added fluids are investigated by many authors. Liu et al. [9] and Choi et al. [10] are considered copper nanoparticles tribological performance as extracts in grease oil on a tribological stressed wall surface. Lee et al. [11] are premeditated the tribological features of graphite nano lubricants. Other nanoparticle with various capping agent, shapes, base liquid, size such as multi-walled carbon nanotubes [12] fullerene nanoparticle [13] [14] [15] Cu nanoparticle [16] composite nanoparticles [17] , Nano-Diamond nanoparticles [18] recommends that the nano-particles dissolved in various lubricant oil presented the starring part in the augmentation of lubrication [19] .
In the usual Reynolds equality, both time-based and inertia terms (convective effects) are abandoned. This method is effortlessly defensible in examination for little reduced frequency number circumstances and small reduced Reynolds number [20] . Though, there is an important list of requests where both convective effects and time-based terms are significant and can disturb the study of nano-fluid film journal bearings. These contain low viscosity lubricants, high surface claims, tremor loads in journal bearings, squash film obstacles under unwary loads, etc.
The study of lubricant thin layers to comprise inertial terms in grease flicks has happened in an extended historical of time. Some original hard work to describe laminar to turbulent areas of lubricant flow was stated in the Pinkus and Sternlicht's research [21] . Such method was lengthy by Banerjee et al. [22] to procedure a further widespread type of Reynolds reckoning together with inertial relations. In a research by Chen and Chen [23] the belongings of inertial layer of fluid on limited length journal bearings examined and that research displays just minor contribution are understood for the journal bearings with modest number of Reynolds. A research by Tieu [24] demonstrated that the convective inertial terms has special contribution in a thrust bearing with limited length stridden and establish important paraphernalia close to the bearing's step.
Exhibiting of paraphernalia as a result of convective inertial and turbulence were presented by Neg [25] , as well in a research by Neg and Pan [26] , and a research by Elrod and Neg [27] by means of an eddy-diffusivity preparation together with pressure gradient and nonlinear shear terms which are encompassed in a long from of equation of Reynolds. That method was associated fine with current steady state investigational consequences and is applied in displaying software of bearing design frequently. Nevertheless, it merely embraces inertial convection possessions and does not consist of an action of time-based inertial terms.
A significant result by Constantinescu [28] research and his research by Galatuse [29] [30] industrialized an alternative philosophy including turbulence effects and convective inertia special and by means of an averaged velocity in excess of the lubricant film method. They have gotten a comprehensive type of Reynolds equality counting the special contribution of the inertial convection. Averaged inertia technique of was correspondingly described by Szeri et al. [31] and is useful for the case of dampers with squeeze film where this effort protracted by San Andres and Vance [32] . In Ref. [33] a perturbation method is established to the answer of Reynolds equivalence together with primary order expressions in the condensed Reynolds number by Reinhardt and Lund. Nevertheless, this technique diverges for compact Reynolds number superior unity.
As stated above Tichy generalized the design of Reynolds calculation to take in impetuous forces initially [1] . Tichy and Bou-Said [1] cast-off the averaged velocity technique to get an extended Reynolds calculation consist of the special contribution of spontaneous heaps at the initial time. The extra effects take account of both squeeze acceleration terms plus additional squeeze velocity. They [1] offered a case in point studies to wholesome piles of squeeze film, small bearing pressure outlines, and few transient response of rotor schemes lacking and using the extra timebased and inertial convection expressions. A comprehensive debate on the properties of inertial effects of fluid on lubricant bearing steadiness observing that inertial special contribution are noteworthy in calculation of the rotor steadiness quantities is done by Kakoty and Majumadar [34] . As presented in recent researches [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] the inspiration of the ultrafine extracts on hydrodynamic oils lubrication and vibration and friction of the fluid flow film bearings greased with the with ultrafine spices.
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Inspiring the above mentioned research, it is interesting to see the effect of adding the effect of nano-fluid property to a turbulent Plain Journal Bearings at high Reynolds numbers. It will be helpful in some degree for the researchers to understand the tribological behavior of nanoparticles added fluids, and how to enhance the performance and service life of components, more compact designs. This study is offering the effect of nanoparticle addition to the base lubricant on rotordynamics parameters by solution of the continuity and Navier Stokes where the turbulence effects are linearized in calculations. Then by means of reduced Reynolds number, the equation of extended Reynolds is rewritten in non-dimensional form. First a short bearing is considered to extract the linearized mass, damping and stiffness coefficients for a number of reduced Reynolds number. At that moment, the stability threshold of rigid rotor is inspected for the turbulence properties and reduced Reynolds number. Succeeding, the contribution of nanoparticle fraction on the temporary reaction from the steady state of bearings is observed.
Mathematical Model
In Fig. 1 a lateral view of rotor with weight 2W (W for each support) is shown from reference [2] . The rotor-bearing configuration of Fig. 1 includes a 2D dynamical system consisting of a mass, springs, and dampers. In this schematic under steady load, partial mass of the rotor, M = W/g, is focused at O JS which shown in Fig. 2 and cause to center of journal is moved from the center of bearing to the fixed working position. The center of mass will react by orbiting about O JS , its prompt orbital location represented by O J . The additional stiffness and damping, as indicated in Fig. 1 , causes lesser the critical speed underneath the value which considered for rigid supports, and decrease the vibration amplitude of the rotor.
This study has been done for water-based nano-fluids with nanoparticles of Ag, Cu, CuO and TiO 2 , the various eccentricity ratios, and the nanoparticles volume fraction of 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04. Nanofluids at 16•C entered and the lateral surface of studied geometry is adiabatic. Thermophysical properties of SAE 20W50 as a base fluid are given in Table 1 .
For the schematic of the system shown in Fig. 1 , the mass conservation equation and the simplified incompressible Navier Stokes balances for in nano-fluid plain journal bearing are as:
Rotordynamic forecasts on industrial machines maintained by fluid film bearings dynamics momentum equalities that solve the directly above calculations that assume inertia of fluid can be totally neglected because the Reynolds number is very small. But here we consider the impact of temporal fluid inertia. Since in the examination, all expressions in the equation of Navier Stokes, comprising both the temporal inertia and convective parts are encompassed. The presence of the time-based inertial convection makes a liquid speeding up contributions in the Reynolds balance extended equation. The chief benefit of such origination is that lubricating layer in greased bearings by small magnitude viscidness oils that are substance under extraordinary thrust swing duties could be studied by such Reynolds extended equivalence. Over and done with a non-dimensional examination, Kokoty [34] and Szeri [31] presented that inertial convection terms standings turn out International Journal of Engineering and Technologies Vol. 13 3 to be significant once the compact Reynolds number remains in magnitude order of unity (υ≈ωc 2 ). Here the same assumption of the Constantinescu [30] for the incorporation of thickness is used. By the integration of Navier Stokes the following equations are obtained :
where q x , q z and I xx I xz I zz characterize fluid flow volumetric amounts and inertial convection parameters, correspondingly and are defined as W p and U p are the volume averaged speeds owing to fluid flow between two walls in axial direction and circumferential direction, correspondingly. As well the V and U in Eq. (8) are the velocities at the journal surfaces in radial course and circumferential route. A usually recognized method is to assume a second order velocity outline (with a parabolic shape) over width in both axial direction plus circumferential direction as stated in Ref. [1] , [30] , and [34] . In such kind of techniques, the assumption is that the inertial expressions effects on the speed field are roughly insignificant. We keep an eye on Constantinescu's technique [30] which is founded on the principals of the mixing length theory for the ideal instability and disturbances. In the Ref. [30] Constantinescu's assumed a second order Poiseuille velocity shape as a base profile for the mixing length theory calculations of the turbulent system and undertake the dissimilar parameters for the turbulent and laminar systems; since
0.367
where Eqs. (11 and 12) stipulate constants in turbulent and laminar rule, in turn. Into the bargain, the turbulent and laminar regime formulations for the shear rate are specified by [30] 
where the coefficients of Eq. (13) for the laminar regime is 2 12 , 12 , 15
and for the turbulent regime ( 1000 Re  ) is 0.9 0.96 12 0.0136 Re 12 0.0043Re
In journal plain bearing normal uses, the flows has the Reynolds number greater than 10 3 order of magnitude and hence the normal measurements are not in the laminar fluid flow regime.
Dynamic Investigation of Short Journal Bearing
In this paper a complete dynamic and kinematic scrutiny of short journal bearings is explored. The analysis comprises the requirement of lubricating layer depth, speed and acceleration parts as a function of journal bearing limitations and parameters. Supposing that the main rotating shaft is flawlessly adjacent to the journal bearing, then the width of the lubricating layer can be find from
The velocity components of a journal bearing wall from view point of an immovable coordinate system is spoken as
This balance (The over dot means the derivation is versus time) suggests that the movement on the wall of the journal bearing is begun with rotational speed ( signify the rotation influence) as well as the translational speed of it. Expressions comprising speeds at the midpoint of the shaft are rotational and the translational. For example, rotational components of circumferential speed and translational velocities can be re-written as
Compelling the time derivation of Eq. (17) versus time, the equation of speeding up of the surface wall of the shaft is obtained as
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Over and done with Eqs. (16), (17) , and (18), the former double expressions of continuity in Eq. (5) are shortened as
Presence of convective inertia consequences, in three nonlinear together PDE (i.e. Eqs. (5), (6) , and (7)) those are hard to find their answer. Limited length mathematical approaches answer are computational overwhelming and costly in the time of calculation [12, 17] . Therefore, the founded equalities is this paper will be applied on short length journal bearings, that make available adequate outfits to recognize the influence of extraordinary amount of Reynolds number spectacles on kinematic and kinetic performance of bearing lubrication, that is to say turbulence and inertia besides acceleration and velocity special effects. It is assumed that the L/D ratio is lesser than 0.5 in small journal bearings that marks in the circumferential course the gradient of pressure is insignificant as
Therefore, the supposition of two opposing wall motion in the circumferential course is sensible (Couette flow) and ease the finding of the answer of equation (6), specifically
assuming ∂U r /∂x=0 and replacing of Eqs. (18), (19) , and (22) 
where C 1 is continuous value of integration. In the directly above equation, positions holding U t are in the order of C/R which can be removed [2] . By requiring
and substituting Eqs. (8), (10), (13), (23) and (24) in Eq. (7) and mathematically derivate just the one time respect to the z parameter, the adapted Reynolds balance is got in form of , , , , ,
Effect of nanoparticle addition (such as TiO 2 ) on the common oils is the increase of viscosity is generally the viscosity increase. In the evaluation of fluid properties in Eq. (25) the following relations are used
The model used for the properties of the lubricant is common and used in many papers.
Dynamical Characteristics and Stability Analysis
Accordingly, to compute the critical velocity and vibration amplitudes of mechanical rotors and to examine their steadiness against self-excited shakings, information of the rejoinder of the bearing oil film to journal displacements and speeds is vital. Outside a particular revolving promptness, plain journal bearings underneath continuous torque turn out to be rickety. To training the consequence of turbulence and inertia in high rotating shaft frequency on constancy, it is accepted in this paper that the technique of Kakoty [34] , Allaire et al. [35] , and Flack [36] to express the nonlinear equations of rigid rotor motion which maintained by plain journal bearing
where m is the mass stricture that rolled by gyratory velocity and W * is the descendent peripheral torque on the shaft. Beneath a confident peripheral torque, a steady journal system is predicted to congregate to a similar precise steadiness location as
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The time-based inertia of fluid leads to a set of complete added mass constants and alterations to the damping constants. Therefore, here an amount of m is examined that the journal bearing develops unbalanced. For that goal, finished a mathematical perturbation technique, at equilibrium position the Newton equation parameters are obtained Figs. 4-6 present the various dynamic characteristic matrices as a function of equilibrium eccentricity location (ε). As shown the effect of time-based inertia upsurges with the increase of shaft rotation rate. Its influence is also in need of on the added mass coefficients magnitude proportionate to its stiffness and damping magnitudes. Hence, time-based nano-fluid inertia special effects could be significant for high promptness, light rotor requests, over and above applications via low viscidness fluids, for instance water.
Numerical consequences expose the fact that effect of inertial forces on capacity of torque transport and approach angle in restricted the plain bearings is minor at modest amount of the compact Reynolds number. The inertial force's main consequence is the upsurge of volumetric flow rate from the sides.
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As expected, all of the mass constants are nil at zero values of reduced Reynolds number. Usually the mass matrix is diagonal dominate as that elements of mass matrices expressions are all progressive and greatly above the non-diagonal mass expressions. By increase of compact Reynolds number (a presentative of turbulence) the values of elements of mass matrices upsurge and increase. As well the diagonal elements of mass matrices are increasing rapidly with increase of eccentricity and all are positive. Furthermore, the elements of stiffness matrices increase by increase of eccentricity values where on the other hand are not as powerfully littered with increased turbulence and inertia at high frequencies. What's more, the elements of damping matrices increase by increase of eccentricity values where on the other hand are not as powerfully littered with increased turbulence and inertia at high frequencies even by increase of reduced Reynolds number the stability is increased.
In the design of fluid bearings, the bearing characteristic number (S= (rc) 2 μ N/P), or Sommerfeld number, which is based on the radius of shaft, the clearance in radial direction, the total lubricant viscosity, the rotating shaft velocity, the bearing length, the applied external torques and forces, and diameter of the bearing. The number of Sommerfeld is used in Petroff's method of lubrication coefficient of friction analysis at small radial load. The Petroff's Law is stated the linear relation of friction coefficient with Sommerfeld number (f=2π 2 Sc/r). Fig. 4 shows the added mass elements vs. equilibrium eccentricity, MRR and MRT top left and right, MTR and MTT bottom left and right, respectively. All decrease by increase of eccentricity except MTT which increase for case 2. Fig. 5 presents the direct damping elements vs. equilibrium eccentricity, CRR and CRT top left and right, CTR and CTT bottom left and right of the all cases, respectively. As shown all analytical model damping elements increase by increase of eccentricity.
The supposition which may be pointed out is that the process provides acceptable consequences for almost all circumstances which might be come across in applied requests. A characteristic instance about the heaviness supply in the fluid flow film is exposed in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 displays the stiffness elements vs. equilibrium eccentricity, KRR and KRT top left and right, KTR and KTT bottom left and right, respectively. As shown all stiffness elements increase by increase of eccentricity. Fig. 7 parades the stability graph, threshold angular velocity versus shaft rotation speed. As shown, critical frequency increases by increase of shaft rotation speed. There is no threshold for Case 1 while the highest critical velocity is for Case 2 with 20000 rpm.
In the case of an incompressible lubricant, each value of the eccentricity ratio resembles to an assumed value of the Sommerfeld number. Fig. 8 exhibits the stability graph, threshold angular velocity versus eccentricity ratio. As shown, threshold of critical frequency decreases by increase of eccentricity. There is no stability graph for Case 1 while the highest threshold angular velocity is for Case 2 with 10000 rpm at eccentricity ratio. The value of threshold angular velocity for case 3 at eccentricity ratio of 0.1 is about 100000 rpm. Having found the threshold of instability, the safe condition of working condition is determined. Fig.9 presents the rigid rotor maintained by double finite length (short) bearings for dynamic analysis. The rigid rotor could be supported by any type of support such as two-lobe non-circular gas-lubricated journal bearing. To examine the performance of the rotor center in horizontal and vertical directions under the different working situations, the dynamic route, and the stability maps are presented. Fig. 10 demonstrates the rigid rotor Orbits at bearing at 20000 rpm in position space, velocity space, phase space, and displacement versus time. As shown the velocity and displacement vibrate around the static point and the phase diagram presents a right side deviation from the equilibrium point. Fig. 11 shows the effects of preload on analytical model. The preload produces similar consequences to the bearing with zero pre-load obtainable with the biggest change are the higher position of the orbits. Additionally the x component of movements is upper than the y constituent of it. Fig. 11 demonstrates the rigid rotor phase diagram Orbits at bearing at 15000rpm in position space, velocity space, phase space, and displacement versus time. As shown the velocity and International Journal of Engineering and Technologies Vol. 13displacement vibrate around the static point and the phase diagram presents a right side deviation from the equilibrium point. As well the x component of displacements is higher than the y component of it. The increase in the displaced orbit to the right is increased constantly. The journal bearing demonstrations an upsurge in unpredictability that changes to a superior orbit with advanced speed. The plain bearing reaches the clearance circle, which previously seen and it is probably related to the lower pad moment of inertia.
The theory is then applied to the circumstance of a huge rotor simply supported by a short bearing, to which a big thoughtless load is practical in adding to the stable weight. Fig. 12 makes evident the rigid rotor path in bearing at 10000 rpm in position space, velocity space, phase space, and displacement versus time. As shown the velocity and displacement vibrate around the static point and the phase diagram presents a right side deviation from the equilibrium point. As well the x component of displacements is higher than the y component of it. Fig. 13 reveals the rigid rotor path in bearing at 5000 rpm in position space, velocity space, phase space, and displacement versus time. As shown the velocity and displacement vibrate around the static point and the phase diagram presents a right side deviation from the equilibrium point. As well the x component of displacements is superior the y component of it.
Fig. 14 makes known the Added mass elements for nanoparticle added lubricant vs. equilibrium eccentricity, MRR and MRT top left and right, MTR and MTT bottom left and right, respectively. As shown all mass element increase by adding nanoparticles. An insignificant pressure drop penalty was bringing into being for all three volume fractions. Since nano-fluids reason slight or no consequence to pumping force for the reason that at actual little volume fractions the nanoparticles will not considerably upset the viscidness. Fig. 15 discloses the Damping elements for nanoparticle added lubricant vs. equilibrium eccentricity, CRR and CRT top left and right, CTR and CTT bottom left and right, respectively. As shown all damping elements are increased by adding nanoparticles. Fig. 16 divulges the Stiffness elements for nanoparticle added lubricant vs. equilibrium eccentricity, KRR and KRT top left and right, KTR and KTT bottom left and right, respectively. As shown all stiffness element increase by adding nanoparticles. Figure-16 depicts a maximum 16% increase in stiffness, for 0.01 volume fraction of Ag to SAE engine oil. Fig. 17 exposes the Stability graph, threshold angular velocity versus shaft rotation speed for increasing concentrations of nanoparticle added lubricant. As shown the critical velocity increases by increase of nanoparticles. Figure-17 depicts a 30% increase in, threshold angular velocity for 0.01 volume fraction of nanoparticle to ordinary engine oil. Fig. 18 unveils the Stability graph, threshold angular velocity versus eccentricity ratio for nanoparticle added lubricant. As shown, all mass elements, damping elements, stiffness elements, and the critical velocity increase by increase of nanoparticles volume fraction. It can be seeing from the results of Fig. 18 that nano-lubricants bargain advanced load carrying capacity at low volume fractions relative to usual oil. It is correspondingly seen that fluid film bearings at low shear requests are capable greater pressures relative to usual oil.
Conclusions
This paper has established an extension of Tichy and Bou-Said [1] work for examination of nano-lubricant films application counting time-based linearized turbulent inertia terms starting by Navier-Stokes equation. Based on the author's knowledge experimental consequences for using nano-fluid in bearings lubricating is not available to match the current results consequences to. As shown  The critical velocity increases by increase of nanoparticles.  Nano-lubricants bargain higher load capacity at low volume fractions relative to the usual oil.

The inertia of the system is not affected significantly by the nano-particles while its stiffness and damping is increased by adding more nano-particles. 
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